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Introduction 

 

Welcome to your journey on the path to status as a published author! 

 

This writing resource for non-fiction writers was created to offer up inspiration and creative 

thought. Keep a copy nearby while you write and reference these ideas, as this writing 

inspiration has proven successful for almost a century. 

 

This workbook contains a writing recipe based on the most popular formula created for writing a 

compelling story. In 1949, author Joseph Campbell released a book called The Hero with a 

Thousand Faces which contains a classic, timeless formula called The Hero's Journey. It's been 

used by cultures around the world for telling stories, myths and legends for thousands of years. 

Campbell was the first to chronicle it. He famously coined the phrase “Follow your bliss” – the 

bliss that is soon to take shape through your manuscript. 

 

The Hero’s Journey storytelling method is now taught in major universities and is the foundation 

for many novels, major motion pictures and television shows. It can also be used to structure 

the framework of a compelling non-fiction book, as you will soon see. 

 

The Hero’s Journey framework is fairly dense, but this specialized approach developed by 

Bryan Heathman is specifically designed for you, the non-fiction writer and professional 

speaker. 

 

We all know the powerful effect of a story well told. By spending time with this volume of work, 

you will be equipped not only to write a spectacular book, but also to apply your story arc to 

keynote speeches, online courses, webinars, podcast episodes and the myriad related activities 

you choose to pursue to grow your business. 

 

So let’s dive in and watch your story emerge! 
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Getting	Started 

 

As you explore the structure of this epic storytelling modality, your mission, if you choose to 

accept it, is to document your ideas in this section of the workbook. Start reading each section 

of the workbook, then come back to the Scratchpad section to capture your ideas. 

 

Feel free to tear the pages out of this workbook, print them or store in the cloud for continual 

reference. The ideation process is historically a bit messy. This resource will act as a catalyst to 

clean up your thoughts in one place for continuous reference during the 3-month window that 

you choose to carve out as your writing time. 

 

Idea	Scratchpad 
 

Chapter Story Arc Author's Material 

The Departure 

The Call to Adventure 

Status Quo 

The story opens in the 
hero's everyday setting. 
Describe the hero of your 
story and how their world 
looks to them  

The Catalyst 

An unfamiliar force draws 
the hero forward into 
another realm, away from 
the everyday. Decide on 
a person, place, thing or 
event that moves your 
hero out of the everyday.  

The Goal 

The hero has a burning 
desire to achieve 
something or reach a 
destination. Determine 
what your hero's goal is.  
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The Mentor 

When the student is 
ready, the teacher will 
appear. Decide who will 
point your hero in the 
right direction  

The Departure 

Your hero is off on a 
glorious (or dreadful) 
adventure.   

   

Crossing the Threshold 

 

Briefly recap the hero's 
progress up to the 
present moment. Touch 
on the highlights of the 
story in a way that 
reinforces the context for 
the reader and gives a 
sense of the hero's 
reality.  

 

Introduce a strange 
character to interact with 
the hero. Describe the 
character's look and 
mood.  

 
Decide whether the 
stranger is a force for 
good or evil.   

 
Determine whether the 
stranger will accompany 
the hero on the journey.  

 

As the hero continues on 
the journey, highlight the 
differences between the 
road they've left 
behind and the journey 
that lies ahead.  

   

The Transformation 

The Darkest Hour 

 

Be clear on the Hero's 
goal and define what 
weakness is most likely 
to stop progress.  

 Foreshadow the clues 
that will make the darkest  
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hour believable 

 

Pepper your story with 
challenges for the hero 
that build in intensity, 
leading up to the darkest 
hour.  

 

Place your hero in the 
situation that is 
impossible to retreat 
from, making the only exit 
the way through the 
struggle  

 

Free your hero from the 
situation, and reveal how 
the situation has 
transformed the hero.  

The Road of Trials 

 Restate your hero's goal  

 

Your hero meets with an 
agent who has the power 
to help with the goal  

 

Your hero is given a task 
or a set of tasks to 
complete before the aid 
is given  

 

The hero travels along 
the Road of Trials and 
succeeds with the help of 
advice, protection or 
objects he received from 
the Mentor  

 

The hero completes the 
tasks and returns to meet 
the goal  

Help from The Mentor 

 

Upon returning from the 
Road of Trials, the hero 
seeks an audience with 
the Mentor to claim his 
reward  

 The hero meets with the 
Mentor  

 

The Mentor proposes the 
method that will allow the 
hero to receive his 
reward  
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 Preparations are made 
for the hero's reward  

 

Despite the promise of 
fulfillment, the hero must 
continue his journey and 
travel back across the 
threshold the way he 
came.  

The Magic Flight 

 

Establish the hero's 
disappointed hopes in 
achieving his goal  

 

Reinforce the hero's 
worthiness to reach the 
goal, including the loyalty 
of his companions  

 Launch a new strategy 
for the hero's return  

 Frustrate the hero's 
efforts  

 

Demonstrate how 
superhuman forces help 
the hero by means of a 
Magic Flight.  

   

The Return 

The Return Threshold 

 

The hero arrives at the 
threshold of the old world 
or daily life  

 

The hero is met by his 
mentor or helper, who 
has one final requirement  

 

The hero meets the 
mentor's request, wraps 
up loose ends and bids 
farewell to his life in the 
new world  

 

The hero makes the trek 
across the Return 
Threshold  

 

The hero bears the shock 
of the changes that have 
happened while gone.  
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Freedom to Move On & Grow 

 

Affirm that the hero has 
returned across the 
journey's threshold and 
come back home  

 

Reunite the hero with 
characters from his old 
life  

 Briefly convey where the 
hero has been  

 End the journey 
  

 

Conclusion / Epilogue 

The Keys to Success 
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Hemingway	and	the	Sugary	Sands	of	Mazatlán	
 

 
 

More and more, I find myself taking creative retreats to develop material for my books and 

escape the attention clutter of the office. Sometimes I choose a hotel in the desert or a cabin in 

the mountains. This time I’ve come to Mazatlán to write. 

 

Mazatlán can be an inspiring retreat location, not just for today’s thought leaders but for authors 

throughout modern history. For example, this Mexican coastal city was a favored destination for 

Nobel laureate Ernest Hemingway. His travels to Cuba, Florida, and Idaho are legendary, but 

his trips to Mexico are less well known. He frequented the Casa Lucila Hotel where I’m staying 

now. 

 

As part of my retreat, I have been taking walks on the Malaccan, the boardwalk that lines the 

sugary beach, wondering if Hemingway walked these same shores. As I walked, I watched the 
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fisherman de-scale the catch of the day on the beach with eager pelicans waiting for morsels 

from the fisherman’s blade. From here, the windswept Pacific meets the craggy cliffs where 

divers test their courage, working for tips from the busloads of tourists as a reward for their 

plunges over the craggy cliff. Facing down a blank manuscript after a sight like this somehow 

seemed a bit less daunting to me. 

 

I thought about this idea while swirling a martini in the hotel’s lobby bar, weighing my options for 

the structure of my manuscript’s Table of Contents. I was also mulling over the question of how 

best to incorporate the Hero’s Journey into my non-fiction work. 

 

For a long time, I’ve coached authors never to make a point without telling a story, and never to 

tell a story without making a point. My idea is that the well known Hero’s Journey structure can 

provide an awesome approach to writing and storytelling, even in the non-fiction book world. 

 

Yet, I was having trouble making the connection between these two concepts in my text. In fact, 

that’s putting it mildly. Actually, I’d hit a wall. Some call it writer’s block. I found myself musing 

this unfortunate situation over a cocktail in the lobby. From there I walked upstairs to the hotel’s 

infinity pool and sat there, staring once again into a blank page. How could I bring the Hero’s 

Journey to life in a non-fiction work? 

 

Lessons	Beside	an	Infinity	Pool	
 

The martini was ill considered. It cut into my clarity and made it nearly impossible to stay awake 

as I lounged poolside. Stretched out on a canvas chaise, the hum of the tourists and seagulls 

quickly lulled me into a stupor. I shut my eyes for a moment. 

 

You can imagine my surprise when I felt a shadow pass between me and the sun, so slight and 

shimmering that I thought it couldn’t be real. Standing before me was the ghost of the man 

himself, Ernest Hemingway! 

 

He cupped his salty beard with one hand while the other, curled into a fist, rested on his hip. 

Had I traveled back in time? Or had he crossed the divide into the here and now? He glanced at 
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the blank page in front of me and sized up the situation immediately. He had once defined 

writing as pain. 

 

“There’s no rule on how it is to write,” he said. 

 

“Come again?” 

 

“Sometimes it comes easily and perfectly,” he went on. “Sometimes it is like drilling rock and 

then blasting it out with charges.” 

 

I couldn’t believe my eyes. Standing before me was one of the greatest writers who’d ever lived 

—and he was talking to me about writing. 

 

“You struggled too, didn’t you?” I ventured. Ernest nodded. I begged him to pull up a chair. 

Instead, he brushed off my invitation with a dismissive gesture. 

 

I told him I wondered if he had anything to offer me on the Hero’s Journey, but Ernest deflected. 

Campbell’s work was contemporary with his own; however, they traveled in different circles. 

 

I should add here that in the book The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Joseph Campbell compiled 

more than 2,000 years of folklore, religion, and myths into one overarching model. This work 

established the story structure that’s come to be known as the Hero’s Journey, and it’s found in 

many tales ranging from Star Wars to Harry Potter. It’s been said that these stories and this 

model have become part of our DNA as a race. They are bedrock for us as human beings, and 

we crave them. 

 

I felt stunned, having this conversation with one of the most legendary writers in history. But 

there I was, lounging beside an infinity pool and shooting the breeze with a ghost. It was clear to 

me that the act of discussing this topic with him was crystallizing my own beliefs and honing my 

approach to the work. The moment was not lost on me. 

 

What I like about the Hero’s Journey, I explained, is that it breaks a story into three parts— 

Initiation, Transformation, and Return. I searched his face, wondering if I should go on. Ernest 

nodded with a knowing look. 
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I explained that the Initiation was the phase where the status quo was established for the hero. 

Life goes steadily along, and nothing much looks like it’s about to change. 

 

Then in the Transformation stage, something happens—a catalyst—that brings the hero face-to-

face with a crisis. He meets up with an old soul, a wise one who mentors him. The hero either 

makes a decision to pursue greatness or else greatness is thrust upon him. He pursues the 

goal, and in the process, he’s transformed, never to be the same again. This is how the hero 

gains knowledge he never could have acquired any other way. 

 

In the Return, the hero goes back to his previous environment or way of life, armed with the 

wisdom, attitude, and experience to help others. 

 

Finding	My	Resolve 

 

None of this was any surprise to Ernest. There were oceans of wisdom in his silence. He 

grinned at me with a wink in his eyes. “And…?” 

 

“And I know what I want to say, but sometimes I’m unclear on the framework. I’ll bet you never 

had that problem.” 

 

“Whatever success I’ve had has been through writing what I know about,” he said. 

I let that sink in, and a moment of understanding passed between us. We talked about pain and 

the lessons of life—how I could illustrate the points of my book by distilling them through the 

filter of storytelling. 

 

“I’m inspired by this Hero’s Journey concept,” I told him. “I think it offers a great framework for 

every writer, even for us in the non-fiction genre.” 

 

He simply gazed into my face, picked up a pen from the table and handed it to me. I took it and 

was still holding it when it dawned on me. “Just one more thing…” but he was gone! 
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“Will there be anything else, señor?” My waiter was standing over me, blocking the rays of the 

sun. “I see you have a pen in your hand. Would you like to have your bill now?” 

 

I sat for a moment, emerging from that foggy state between sleep and waking. The dream had 

ended, leaving only the residue of timeless wisdom. I felt powerfully compelled to write it all 

down—to render the lessons of history into a practical process, and share the magic brought 

into this realm from an eternal place. 

 

Whether real or imagined, the journey was over, and I was forever changed. I had come to 

Mazatlán to have a question answered. I got more than I’d bargained for, enough to last a 

lifetime. 
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The	Power	of	Stories 
 

 
 

Ah, to savor the power of a good story – that is sweet indeed. But how does a non-fiction writer 

tap into the memorable power of a well told story? Let’s explore this together through this 

illustration. 

 

Once long ago on a windswept hilltop, a restless boy—almost in his teen years—looked 

across the valley, his eager eyes searching for news. He spied a column of weary 

travelers hiking slowly for their heavy burden. The hunt was successful. 
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The boy raced down the slope, his hair flying in the wind. He ran straight to the head of 

the column into the iron arms of his marching father. 

“Tell me about the hunt!” he demanded eagerly. “I want to know everything!” 

“Patience, young one. You and the rest of the clan will hear disturbing news tonight by 

firelight when wounds are patched, bellies are full, and hunters’ blood has cooled.” 

 

I’ll bet you want to know what happens next, right? 

 

I mean, come on! It’s human nature. Curiosity burns inside you, like a prehistoric bonfire. 

Who is this boy? What kind of game did the warriors hunt? How did the hunters get wounded? 

What will become of the clan, what is the “disturbing news”? 

 

These questions naturally burn inside us all. We crave stories. In fact, our need for stories is 

part of our DNA. 

 

This was the conclusion of Joseph Campbell, the world famous scholar of Mythology and 

chronicler of the Hero’s Journey in his book, The Hero With a Thousand Faces. 

 

Campbell told us that the Hero’s Journey, or the Mono-Myth, has been told in stories all over the 

world throughout the ages. Stories from every continent can be broken down into the same 

basic structure. 

 

Whether it’s Aesop’s Fables, the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, or Matthew, Mark, 

Luke & John, we thrive on the power of stories. We learn and grow through their messages, and 

we smile with satisfaction once the tale is told. 

 

Capitalizing	on	What	Your	Audience	Craves	
 

Previously, we took a look at the nature of the Hero's Journey for the benefit of non-fiction 

storytellers. Now let’s explore how, as an author, you can use its structure to write and illustrate 

your own non-fiction content. 
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Your options for writing a non-fiction book are almost infinite when you adapt the lessons of the 

Hero’s Journey for your work. One of the great truisms of speaking and writing is that you 

should never make a point without telling a story, and never tell a story without making a point. 

 

The Hero’s Journey folds neatly into this structure as an element, hard wired deep into our 

consciousness. It’s a story of coming of age and achieving a new level. Its symbolism conveys a 

tale of a death and rebirth, transformation into another dimension of being, just as a caterpillar 

becomes a butterfly. 

 

By definition, a hero is someone who has given himself to a cause that’s bigger than himself 

then returns to his old life to share his experiences. Along the way, he ventures from his 

everyday world into another realm, one that is full of surprises and challenges. 

 

On the journey, the hero encounters strange forces, and he struggles to reach his goal until 

there is a decisive victory. The hero returns from his adventure with new power and wisdom that 

he shares with the people of his native world. 

 

Handcrafting	Your	Message	Like	a	Journeyman 

 

Using the Hero’s Journey in your work can make the task of writing much simpler. It can also 

elevate your work to a new level of quality and add a new luster to your ideology. 

 

To begin, split your idea into 3 sections. Next split the sections into chapters—about 3 or 4 per 

section. Organize each chapter into 3 main points and illustrate your points with a story. 

 

In terms of story craft, many authors use a fresh story and new characters each time they want 

to illustrate a point. But I say it’s easier—and far more compelling—to use one overarching 

storyline in your work and chronicle the struggle of a single hero. 

 

Using this model, the 3 sections of your book should correspond to the 3 phases of the Hero’s 

Journey. Here’s what that looks like. 

 

1. Departure 
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The hero receives a call to adventure. At first, he’s reluctant to heed the call. However, a 

mentor figure helps him see the necessity and he heads out on a mystical adventure or 

quest. This calling can be accidental, deliberate, or imposed on the hero. 

 

2. Transformation 

The hero is initiated into a new world. He is either alone or with companions. He 

encounters obstacles and eventually fulfills his goal. Through the ages, all myths have 

dealt with transformation such as this. The hero’s consciousness shifts from being self-

centric to selfless through his struggle. 

 

3. Return 

The hero goes back to his world with the wisdom and powers he’s gained. He offers 

them as a gift to his friends, loved ones, and comrades. His whole society benefits from 

his sacrifice and transformation. 

 

If you’re writing a book, you naturally want to captivate your audience and transform the way 

they look at your topic. Using the Hero’s Journey is a shortcut to your storytelling success, 

offering the kind of legends your audience craves—raging bonfire optional. 
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Writing	the	Hero’s	Journey:	
3	Point	Structure	for	Non-Fiction	Books 
 

 
 

As the author of a non-fiction book, you have many options to choose from when it comes to 

structuring your manuscript. How will your material unfold? What context will prove to be the 

best backdrop for your message? Make the wrong choice, and your book may come across as 

two dimensional or just plain dull. 

 

For speakers and writers, the age old adage goes, “Never make a point without telling a story, 

and never tell a story without making a point.” In crafting your book, you’re going to need at 

least one really good story. 

 

But how do you do that? How can you make sure your story makes a point that people care 

about? Is there a model for your storytelling that will ensure your words make an impact? 
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Yes, there is a model! A writing template, if you will. You can elevate your non-fiction book to a 

whole new level using what Joseph Campbell termed the Hero’s Journey. First, let’s define what 

a hero is, then we’ll look at a couple of examples of how you can use this idea. 

 

A hero (or heroine) is someone who has given his life force to a cause that’s bigger than 

himself. He pursues a goal then returns to his old life to share his experiences. 

 

The Hero’s Journey is the tale of how the hero pursues that goal. It’s the archetype of all myths 

and legends. In fact, stories with this same structure have been told again and again all over the 

world throughout the ages. Despite the variations in their setting and style, myths and legends 

have a great deal in common, especially the hero. 

 

There are plenty of great examples of the Hero’s Journey such as The Lord of the Rings, Star 

Wars, The Matrix and the Indiana Jones series all illustrate how a hero gives himself to a cause 

that’s larger than he is. Can you think of other examples where the hero gives him/herself over 

to a cause bigger than themselves? 

 

The key—the thing that makes the story worth engaging in—is what Campbell called the 

Threshold of Adventure. 
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Milestones	On	the	Journey	
 

Every Hero’s Journey has three parts: a beginning, middle, and end. To be more precise, these 

parts are called Departure, Transformation (or Initiation) and Return. 
 

The story begins by establishing the status quo then introducing a change—a Departure. The 

story takes off when the hero crosses the Threshold of Adventure and is changed by the action 

of the story—Transformation. The story has a satisfying completion when the Hero goes back 

across this threshold—the Return—typically sharing his results with those in his ordinary world. 

 

Years back, I went to a weekend retreat for professionals. One of the attendees was a sharp, 

energetic guy who had a super positive attitude. It made sense when I discovered he was a 

motivational speaker, Chris Widener. 

 

We got along, found we had a lot in common, and I came to know Chris well. By the end of the 

retreat, he asked me to be his business partner. It took some convincing on his part—a year of 

it, in fact—but eventually, I came on board and became a publisher for professional speakers. 
 

The decision came shortly after I read a book that Chris had co-authored with the legendary Jim 

Rohn. The book was called The Angel Inside, also by Chris Widener. Like Twelve Pillars, The 

Angel Inside follows the action of a hero to discover a philosophical truth. 

 

A despondent 30-year-old travels to Italy where he’s inspired by the statue of David. He 

discovers the idea that the sculptor, Michelangelo, saw the statue inside the marble from the 

beginning and his sculpting was merely a process of uncovering what lay hidden within. The 

hero is mentored throughout the book to uncover the angel inside himself. 

 

Applying	the	Hero’s	Journey	to	Your	Non-Fiction	Book	
 

You can apply the Hero’s Journey to your own work with a few simple techniques. 
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First, escape the attention clutter of your office or everyday life. Where can you go? It can be as 

simple as visiting a neighborhood coffee shop. 

 

Sometimes I retreat to a hotel room for an overnight to escape the clutter. When I was finishing 

my last book, I rode my motorcycle to a mountain cabin for a week to wrap up the final details. 

 

Once you’ve got time and space to work on your book, come up with the core ideas you want to 

put across. Then think about who will be reading your book. Is it a guide for single moms 

seeking advice on raising teenagers? Is your audience made up of bankers who want to learn 

how to manage risk? Get a clear picture in your mind of just one reader who personifies your 

audience. This is your avatar. 

 

Next, think of your avatar’s greatest challenge. What’s their pain? How can you help them solve 

it? 

 

Craft a story around how they discover the truths you want to present. Give this story a 

beginning, middle, and end—a Departure, Transformation, and Return. Demonstrate how their 

life is changed by the journey. 

 

Make your characters believable and sympathetic. Your audience will want to like them, so 

make it easy to do just that. 

 

You can tell the story as one uninterrupted tale, or you can punctuate it with commentary about 

your ideas. Both methods work, and there are plenty of models for you to follow. 

 

Using stories in your non-fiction work will add texture and depth to your ideas. It can mean all 

the difference between painting with shades of gray or using a spectrum of color. 
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The	Departure 
 

 
 

The	Call	to	Adventure 
 

Non-fiction authors have a world of colorful choices when it comes to book format, such as this 

exploration of The Hero’s Journey framework for non-fiction books. However, one adage 

remains true for both speakers and non-fiction authors alike: Never make a point without telling 

a story, and never tell a story without making a point. 

 

The trouble many authors face when endeavoring to write a best selling non-fiction book is 

putting their material across in a creative, engaging manner. Working up a compelling story to 

communicate a message can be daunting. 

 

Ah, but there’s a solution! Using what Joseph Campbell termed the Hero’s Journey, you can 

elevate your non-fiction book to higher ground and deliver exquisite quality. You can tell your 
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story and make your point in a way that draws the reader in and helps them transform into a 

stronger version of themselves. 

 

Let’s explore how to begin your non-fiction story, based on things we can learn from the Hero’s 

Journey. We’ll call it, “The Call to Adventure.” 

 

Status	Quo:	The	Hero's	World 

 

Now that you know your non-fiction book can be compelling when told in the form of a story, 

you’re going to need to come up with a really good story idea, or what is called the story arc.  

Using a few simple techniques, you can craft your message and make it compelling – one that 

will engage your audience time after time. 

 

The Hero’s Journey is the tale of how the hero pursues a specific goal, and in the pursuit, the 

hero is transformed. Modeling your story on the Hero’s Journey provides the structure – the 

formula – for telling your story in a way that’s reliable, engaging, and makes people think. 

 

In all cases, the story opens with the status quo. The hero is in his own natural setting. Whether 

it’s through a blunder, pure chance, destiny or a deliberate choice, the hero begins a 

relationship with forces he doesn’t understand – and the adventure begins! 

 

The non-fiction storyteller uses examples from life, business or a parable. But for the purposes 

of illustration, let’s take a look at the well known classic “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz” by L. 

Frank Baum. This is a colorful example of an adventure that transforms an average farm girl, 

Dorothy Gail, and shifts her personal center of gravity to a higher level. As for her realization, 

the movie version of this tale says it best: “There’s no place like home.” 

 

Dorothy’s journey has the unreal quality of a dream, and she meets up with all kinds of 

creatures and fantastic forces, both good and evil. But first, she must begin her adventure. 

 

The Oz story opens with Dorothy at home on her family farm in Kansas. The world is a 

sunburned place, gray and without color. Even the people are gray. Time, worry and concern for 

the future have washed the color out of them. 
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Non-Fiction Writing Tip: In your non-fiction story you can depict the hero’s challenges with the 

wear-and-tear of everyday life, grinding him down. Imagine Dorothy’s colorless existence as you 

create the launch point of your story. 

 

The	Catalyst	&	The	Goal:	From	Out	of	the	Clear	Blue	Sky 
 

In every Hero’s Journey, there’s a herald or a catalyst to mark the journey’s beginning. An 

encounter with a mysterious element marks the call to adventure! It means an awakening and 

a break with the past, a departure from the daily norms. 

 

The herald appears to every hero who is ripe for transformation. In other words, when the 

student is ready, the teacher will appear. The nature of the catalyst depends on the type of story 

you want to tell. 

 

The hero can decide to make a change, or change can be forced onto him. It can be something 

as simple as a shift in consciousness, or it can mean following a creature into unfamiliar 

territory. The herald also may be a force of good or evil. This leaves you with a world of options 

to pursue, and any choice you make here can be the right one if it is consistent with your 

message. 

 

For instance, your hero might be pursuing a deer on a hunt, wandering far into the woods and 

encountering another realm. Whatever the catalyst your hero encounters, the hero has an 

irresistible fascination with it, and it serves as a guide or a herald. 

 

For Dorothy in Kansas it’s a tornado that sweeps her, the house, a cow and all. She is set down 

in the colorful Land of Oz, surrounded on all sides by desert. Immediately Dorothy is afraid that 

she will never see Kansas again, and her quest to return home begins. 

 

Moments like this produce anxiety because as people, we naturally fear change. Change can 

mean excitement, but usually it means being uncomfortable and uncertain of what lies ahead. It 

can even mean real danger. 

 

As Dorothy’s adventure ensues, she meets the good Witch of the North who tells her where she 

is and the consequences of her arrival. The good witch serves as Dorothy’s mentor. She tells 
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Dorothy that if she ever wants to go home again, she must journey to the Emerald City and see 

the great and powerful Wizard of Oz. 

 

There are many reasons Dorothy may have opted out of the quest, possibly because making 

those choices would have meant a whole other kind of journey. The hero can either choose to 

go forward of his own volition, or he may be sent or carried against his will to this other realm. 

The agent may be benign or malevolent, but the hero goes, nonetheless. 
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The	Mentor	&	Help	From	An	Unexpected	Source 
 

We know that people have been hungry for storytelling for thousands of years. Stories fill a need 

deep within us, no matter how many times we hear them or read them. You can craft a 

memorable and cherished book using what Joseph Campbell termed the Hero’s Journey, even 

in the realm of non-fiction. You can craft a story that makes your non-fiction points in a way that 

is elegant, easy to follow and engaging. 

 

In this installment, we will cover some ways you can tell your story and make your point in a 

style that draws the reader in and helps them transform into a stronger version of themselves. 

 

The Hero's Journey is an archetype. It's the tale of how a hero - any hero - pursues a specific 

goal. As we ride along, we see the transformation that the journey brings the hero.  

 

Modeling your story on the Hero's Journey provides the structure for telling your story in a way 

that's reliable, engaging, and makes people think. 

 

The	Magic	of	Mentorship 

 

In our last segment, we introduced the status quo as the opening of the story. We met the hero 

as he appears in his own natural setting. It doesn't take long before the adventure begins. 

 

Now that the hero has decided to accept the challenge, he gets guidance and protection from 

an unexpected source, an older person who serves as a mentor. He also receives an object to 

help him on the journey, something to provide that guidance or protection. 

 

In "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz"  we've seen that Dorothy accidentally travels from her home in 

Kansas to the Land of Oz when her house is swept up by a tornado. She is transformed by her 

journey to the Emerald City in her quest to get help to return home. 

 

As Dorothy's adventure begins, she encounters a little old woman who turns out to be Glinda, 

the good Witch of the North. The fact that Glinda is a little old woman in this story is true to the 

typical Hero's Journey. The mentor figure is usually an older person, either a man or woman. 
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Though the movie version of the story is stunning in Technicolor and features a beautiful Glinda, 

Hollywood took a certain poetic license with the script. One of the benefits of age is wisdom, 

and Dorothy is sorely in need of it as she arrives in this strange land. 

 

The aid that Glinda offers is invaluable to Dorothy because she has no idea where she is or how 

to get back home. Glinda not only tells Dorothy where she is, Glinda informs her that as a 

consequence of her arrival, the Wicked Witch of the East has been killed. 

 

Dorothy is shocked and even horrified by her accident, but she is celebrated as a hero by the 

Munchkins, a people who were enslaved by the Wicked Witch. 

 

By offering this guidance and more, the good witch serves as Dorothy's mentor. She tells 

Dorothy that she is now the rightful owner of the silver slippers that the Wicked Witch once 

wore. The slippers magically appear on Dorothy's feet and can't be removed. 

 

This token gift is also in line with the Hero's Journey. Dorothy wouldn't have the slippers without 

Glinda because she didn't know about them and wouldn't have been able to access them 

without help. 

 

Finally Glinda tells Dorothy that the Land of Oz is surrounded on all sides by a vast desert. 

There's no way across it. If she ever wants to go home again, Dorothy must journey to the 

Emerald City and see the great and powerful Wizard of Oz. The yellow brick road will lead the 

way there. 

 

Activity:	5	Steps	to	Introducing	A	Mentor 

 

While Glinda doesn't accompany Dorothy on her journey, she launches her in a way that no 

other character can. Her service forms a connecting bridge between past events and future 

goals, and she fills in the missing pieces. 

 

Here are 5 steps you can take to introduce help from an unexpected source in your own Hero's 

Journey. 
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1. Mentor: Choose a mentor for your hero. If possible, let this person be an older 

figure, and decide a few key specifics about the character. 
2. Guidance: Decide the type of guidance your hero will receive from the mentor. 
3. Protection: Determine the kind of protection the mentor will provide to the hero. 
4. Object: Decide what kind of object the mentor will give to the hero to take along on 

the journey. 
5. Aid: State how the mentor bridges the gap for the hero and fills in the missing pieces 

between past and future. 

 

Your hero embarks on an adventure because of the guidance and protection from an 

unexpected source, a mentor who gives the hero a token. As you craft your hero's journey, let it 

be populated with memorable characters and a helpful guide. Your story will be one that readers 

cherish and long remember. 

 

Activity:	The	Writer’s	Framework	for	“The	Call	to	Adventure” 

 

In the larger sense, the journey means a change in the hero’s own perspective. The first stage 

of the journey – the Call to Adventure – shows us that destiny calls the hero, transforming his 

center of gravity. 

 

Here are 5 steps you can take to craft the beginning of the adventure in your own hero’s Call to 

Adventure. 

 

1. Status Quo: The story opens in the hero’s everyday setting. Describe the hero of your story 

and how their world looks to them. 
2. The Catalyst: An unfamiliar force draws the hero forward into another realm, away from the 

everyday. Decide on a person, place, thing or event that moves your hero out of the 

everyday. 
3. The Goal: The hero has a burning desire to achieve something or reach a destination. 

Determine what your hero’s goal is. 
4. The Mentor: When the student is ready, the teacher will appear. Decide who will point your 

hero in the right direction. 
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5. The Adventure Begins: Your hero is off on a glorious (or dreadful) adventure. 

 

Your hero begins the adventure because of a change of heart and a call to an unknown place, a 

foreign land or a dream. When you begin crafting your hero’s journey, let its tide sweep you off 

your feet and carry you to the distant shores of imagination. 
 

Are you inspired by examples? Click here to read a short story on how an everyday non-fiction 

topic like writing tips can be spun into a story framework. 
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Crossing	the	Threshold 
 

Non-fiction authors have an unusual challenge - getting their point across in a way that is 

accessible and engaging. Many authors find this is their biggest hurdle - having to keep an 

audience on the edge of its virtual chair. 

 

So far we've looked at the Hero and touched on the Villain. We've examined the story's setting 

and exposed the situation. Much of what we've covered has been expository - revealing people, 

places and events. It's time to pick up the action. 

 

Now is the point in our story when the hero crosses the first threshold into the wilderness or an 

unknown realm. The hero encounters a strange being there, a guardian of the threshold.  

 

Because we're dealing with the Hero's Journey as an archetype - a basic model for our story 

structure - we have a lot of options when deciding the details. For example, the guardian of the 

threshold may be a human, or it could be a beast or a fantastic creature. It depends on context 

and what serves the story best. 

 

Likewise, the posture of this being is subject to your own choice as an author. The being may be 

friendly or confrontational, mysterious or direct. It may be a creature that's easy to look at or one 

with a face only a mother could love. 

 

Finally, the stranger may choose to accompany the hero on the journey or part ways once the 

hero resumes his travels. The options are wide open. It's up to you as an author to decide what 

serves the story best. 

 

The point is that the meeting serves as a line of demarkation. It demonstrates that the hero has 

crossed into an unknown realm, a threshold. He or she will need to cross this threshold once 

again on the way back home, and your readers must see the changes the journey has made in 

the hero. 

 

Now let's put this idea into context. 
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Lions	and	Tigers	and	Bears	-	Oh	My! 
 
As we've talked about the Hero's Journey and how to adapt this model in the non-fiction world, 

we've been dissecting the story of "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz" by L. Frank Baum. This 

popular classic has been enjoyed by young and old for generations. 

 

In it, Dorothy is swept up by a tornado and travels to the beautiful Land of Oz. She accidentally 

kills the Wicked Witch of the East, and the witch's magical silver slippers pass to her by right 

and reward. 

 

Dorothy finds out that the only way she can return home is to journey to the Emerald City and 

ask for help from the great and powerful Wizard of Oz. Dorothy sets off on her journey to the 

Emerald City along a road made of yellow bricks. 

 

Dorothy discovers a lot of charm in the Land of Oz. Bu as she walks along, the land becomes 

more pastoral with less town and more countryside. There are cottages and kind folk, pastures 

and fields of crops. She is slowly passing from civilization into the wilderness. 

 

It isn't long before she encounters a strange being - a talking Scarecrow hung up on a pole. He 

asks for her help to get down, and Dorothy complies. When the Scarecrow learns she is going 

to the Emerald City for help, he offers to go with her. He hopes the Wizard will give him a brain. 

 

This chance meeting with a stranger would be enough to signal the crossing of the threshold 

into the unknown. But as Dorothy and Scarecrow travel deeper into the dark forest, they 

encounter two more strange creatures - a Tin Woodsman in search of a heart, and a Cowardly 

Lion who wants courage more than anything. 

 

Now four companions are journeying along the Yellow Brick Road, moving ever deeper into a 

mysterious realm. They guess at what they might encounter in the deep woods, such as lions, 

tigers and bears. 

 

Despite the danger, each of the companions has his own goal and is also powerfully motivated 

to help the other three. This solidarity will both help and hurt them as their adventure unfolds. 
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Activity:	5	Keys	to	Crossing	the	Threshold 

 

Stories are an entertaining and effective way to teach because as people, we have a deep need 

for learning through parables. Even in earliest times, tribes would gather around a roaring fire 

and tell tales of the hunt or encounters with strangers. 

 

Your non-fiction book can be captivating by using what Joseph Campbell termed the Hero’s 

Journey. Here are five steps to presenting the hero's movement across the threshold into the 

unknown. 

 

1. Briefly recap the hero's progress up to the present moment. Touch on the highlights of 

the story in a way that reinforces the context for the reader and gives a sense of the 

hero's reality. 

2. Introduce a strange character to interact with the hero. Describe the character's look and 

mood. 

3. Decide whether the stranger is a force for good or evil. 

4. Determine whether the stranger will accompany the hero on the journey. 

5. As the hero continues on the journey, highlight the differences between the road they've 

left behind and the journey that lies ahead. 

 

As you present each element of your story, the tale will unfold like bricks on the road to a far-off 

land. Just remember that in traveling that road, your hero will need to cross the threshold twice - 

once on the journey, and once on the return. When he does, you're sure to bring your point 

home. 
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The	Transformation 
 

 
 

The	Darkest	Hour 
 

It’s a truism we’ve all heard before: the only constant is change. In the adventure of life, who 

among us has faced not only change but the push towards total transformation driven by the 

darkest hour of our life? Desired or not! It’s something to which we all can relate. 

 

Your heart pounds. Your palms sweat. You try to see what lies in wait for you around the next 

bend in the road, but all you can see is the pavement. You’re face to face with the hard reality 

that whatever happens next, the past is gone, and everything is about to shift. 

 

Whether it’s a family crisis, a car accident, a health scare, or a lost job, we all can relate to that 

pivotal moment when we no longer look at life in quite the same way. That moment, that attitude 

adjustment, is often the catalyst to galvanize our strongest opinions. It will strengthen our 

resolve, and shape a new philosophy in life. 
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If you’re a non-fiction author using a storytelling framework to illustrate your material, your hero 

must also face this same moment of truth. This transformation is at the heart of what a hero 

must confront when telling the story of his journey. It’s the catalyst that compels him farther 

along his travels and helps him through the coming Road of Trials. 
 

That hour of darkness leads the story’s central character into a sphere rebirth. Like Jonah being 

swallowed by the whale, the hero is swallowed by circumstances and thrust into the unknown. 

He emerges with renewed faith and vigor – a whole new perspective. 
 

Whether the action is literal and the hero appears to have died, or it’s figurative, and the hero 

faces an hour of darkness, his spirit is literally reborn once he exits the situation. Transformed 

by the experience. 

 

This transformation – this new attitude – is what strengthens him and compels him further on his 

journey. The higher the stakes, the bigger the transformation. The more memorable the 

transformation, the more popular your writing becomes! 

 

Escaping	the	Eternal	Sleep 

 

As we’ve talked about the Hero’s Journey, we’ve also been looking at how it evolves in the 

popular classic “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz” written by L. Frank Baum. Dorothy’s quest to get 

back home to Kansas from the Land of Oz is a great example of how the Hero’s Journey may 

be played out in a simple but colorful story that everyone loves. 

 

Dorothy and her companions – her dog Toto, the Scarecrow, the Tin Man and the Cowardly 

Lion – all travel together along the yellow brick road. Soon the terrain becomes rugged through 

the deep forest, they have trouble getting through, especially when they must cross a deep ditch 

with steep sides. It’s only through their cooperation that they manage to cross. 

 

It isn’t long before they encounter another ditch that severs the yellow brick road, and this time 

they’re nearly overtaken by strange beasts that threaten to attack them. Once again, the 

companions only manage to escape by working together. 
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As the party move along and make their way out of the dense forest, they come to a river that is 

too deep and swift for them to wade across. The Tin Man uses his axe to build a raft for them. 

As they cross the river, the Scarecrow’s pole becomes stuck in the mud, and he is pulled off the 

raft while the rest of the party are swept away in the current. 

 

Each of these incidents is progressively more and more perilous, and they build tension as the 

story develops. This time, the Scarecrow is rescued when the rest of the party asks for help 

from a passing crane. The bird hoists the straw man into the air and carries him to shore. 

 

This build is essential in the story. It creates tension and raises the stakes, making the hero’s 

triumph that much more meaningful in the end. It pulls the reader in and makes them more 

emotionally involved in the characters. 

 

It also serves as a bridge between the introduction of these characters and their darkest hour, 

which lies just ahead. Without the build in tension, an abrupt introduction of danger would be 

jarring. 

 

What happens next in Dorothy’s story is truly a metaphor for death and rebirth. As the 

companions travel, trying to get back to the yellow brick road, their steps lead them irrevocably 

through a field of bright red poppies. The flowers are said to cause a sleep so deep that it is 

impossible for anyone to awaken and leave the field. 

 

As fate would have it, Dorothy, Toto, and the Lion all succumb to the power of the poppies, and 

they fall asleep. Scarecrow and the Tin Man are immune to the flowers’ potent potion, and 

together they carry Dorothy and Toto to safety. Once there, they enlist the aid of an army of field 

mice to haul the Lion out on a litter. All three of them awaken from their deep slumber only after 

quite some time in the open air. 

 

Though this is a story for all ages, the hero – Dorothy – faces death and nearly doesn’t pull 

through. Falling victim to the poppies creates a clear line of demarcation, where the past is left 

behind, and there’s no going back. The companions must go forward. Dorothy’s resolve is 

strengthened as they journey ever closer to the Emerald City and the hope of fulfilling their 

unique missions. 
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Activity:	5	Steps	to	Defining	the	Darkest	Hour 

 

In defining your hero’s darkest hour, you can follow these five steps to build tension and affect 

transformation. 

1. Be clear on your hero’s goal, and define what weakness is most likely to stop progress. 

2. Foreshadow the clues that will make the darkest hour believable. 

3. Pepper your story with challenges for the hero that build in intensity, leading up to the 

darkest hour. 

4. Place your hero in the situation that is impossible to retreat from, making the only exit 

the way through the struggle. 

5. Free your hero from the situation, and reveal how the situation has transformed him or 

her. 

 

In the chronicle of our successes, each of us faces our own trials which transform our lives. 

Drawing from your own experience, you can lend a measure of inspiration to your writing which 

leads your readers to their own growth. 
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The	Road	of	Trials 
 

 
 

In the grand scheme of things,” an author once told me, “there are no mistakes, only tests and 

lessons.” She was talking about a chapter from her own life—a trip along what I call the Road of 

Trials. The principle can easily be applied as we trace the Hero’s Journey. 

 

In fact and fiction, a single choice can mean the difference between comfort and toil, between 

wealth and poverty, even between life and death. 

 

So far we have taken a detailed look at the craft of storytelling as it applies to the world of non-

fiction and keynote speaking. 

 

We met a hero, watched him leave home on an adventure, and have seen him in his darkest 

hour. But the tests are far from over. In fact, the pressure increases as the hero journeys along 

the Road of Trials. 
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This part of the adventure unfolds as the hero meets a series of seemingly unconquerable 

challenges in his quest to meet his ultimate goal. These might be deliberately designed to test 

him, or they may be incidental, a byproduct of the adventure itself. 

 

Would	You	Believe…	Flying	Monkeys? 

 

One classic illustration of the Road of Trials can be found in “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz” as 

young Dorothy tries to get back to her home in Kansas from the Land of Oz. 

 

As she travels along the Yellow Brick Road with her companions, the Scarecrow, the Tinman 

and the Cowardly Lion, Dorothy is thrust into a series of cataclysms that test her character and 

threaten her life. These trials ultimately teach her the lesson—the story’s theme— “There’s no 

place like home.” 
 

After her darkest hour, Dorothy and her friends finally arrive at the Emerald City. With some 

difficulty and a bit of delay, they’re granted an audience with the great and powerful Wizard of 

Oz. 

 

They each ask for his help, but they all are given the same task before they can get satisfaction: 

kill the Wicked Witch of the West. 

 

All of them, in turn, believe this is impossible, and they despair over this impossible task. After 

all, the Wicked Witch has great power. Nonetheless, the four companions (plus Dorothy’s dog 

Toto, of course) set out to find the Wicked Witch. 

 

As Dorothy and her friends enter the Witch’s realm, she discovers the travelers and sends a 

pack of forty savage wolves to destroy them. But the Witch hadn’t counted on the Tinman’s ax, 

and the wolves are the ones who meet with a bad end. 

 

Next, the Witch sends forty crows to peck at them, but the Scarecrow dispatches them. 

The Witch becomes even angrier and sends a swarm of bees to sting the travelers to death – 

enough bees to darken the sky. But the Tinman uses the Scarecrow’s straw to cover Dorothy, 

Toto, and the Lion. 
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The bees find only the Tinman to attack, which proves to be their undoing. Bees can’t live once 

they have lost their stingers. 

 

Finally, in desperation, the Wicked Witch of the West summons a band of flying monkeys. They 

do her bidding to destroy the Scarecrow and Tinman, and they capture the Lion, as she 

commanded. 

 

But the monkeys are unable to harm Dorothy or her little dog because she has the protection of 

Glinda, the Good Witch who welcomed her to Oz. 

 

It seems that all is lost and Dorothy is doomed to live out her days as a slave in the Witch’s 

castle. However, one day the Witch provokes her and makes her so angry that Dorothy throws a 

bucket of water on the Witch. 

 

Little did the girl know that this is the one thing that could kill the Wicked Witch of the West. She 

melts into a puddle like brown sugar, and the whole kingdom is liberated. 

 

With a little help, Dorothy frees the Lion, has the Tinman restored, and re-stuffs the Scarecrow. 

After their happy reunion, the companions set out to confront the all powerful Wizard of Oz and 

claim what he has promised them. 

 

Activity:	5	Steps	to	the	Planning	the	Road	of	Trials	for	Your	Non-
Fiction	Book 

 

To place your hero on the Road of Trials, here are five things you can do to outline your non-

fiction manuscript. 

 

1. Restate your hero’s goal. 

2. Your hero meets with an agent who has the power to help with the goal. 

3. Your hero is given a task or a set of tasks to complete before the aid is given. 

4. The hero travels along the Road of Trials and succeeds with the help of advice, 

protection or objects he received from his mentor. 
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5. The hero completes the tasks and returns to meet the goal. 

 

No matter how much your hero may struggle, his cunning, ingenuity and personal strength will 

see him through. The Navy Seals have a saying: “When your brain tells you that you’ve given it 

your all, you’ve only given 40%.” 

 

Let your readers know that when you think you’ve given it all, you’ve only given 40%. 

Every road trip has its end, even on the Road of Trials. What lessons will your hero encounter 

on his or her journey? 
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Meeting	with	the	Mentor 
 

 
 

Life doesn’t always give you what you expect. Sometimes you do everything right, just the way 

you’re supposed to, but things don’t turn out the way you planned. 

 

If you’re a speaker or non-fiction author who’s using the device of storytelling to make your 

point, the Hero’s Journey gives a compelling blueprint for crafting your tale. You can grip your 

audience and leave a lasting impression with the power of a compelling story. 
 

In our last installment, The Road of Trials, we saw that our hero was on the brink of earning the 

right to return home. But first, he must work hard to earn it to earn that right. The task seemed 

impossible, but the hero launched into it nonetheless. 

 

After you write about the twisting, turning Road of Trials, the hero reached the end of his journey 

and returned to meet up with a wise and powerful helper, or Mentor. This wise one could grant 

the hero his greatest wish which is what fueled the hero on his tortuous path. 
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No matter how much the hero may struggle, his cunning, ingenuity and personal strength have 

seen him through. The help of unseen forces has paved the way. Now the hero returns to claim 

the reward that should, by all rights, be his. 

 

When all the barriers have been overcome, the Mentor agrees to meet the hero. It’s at this point 

that we now find our hero face to face with the Mentor. This is the final test of talent for the hero 

to win the boon, the prize that has motivated him throughout his entire journey. 

As you write, your Mentor represents the totality of what can be known about the hero’s goal 

and his struggles to reach it. If the hero has done well, then he has earned an audience with the 

Mentor and expects to be rewarded. His expectations may or may not be met, as this is at your 

discretion. But the audience with the Mentor is the device that fuels the story forward. 

 

The	Wizard	Ain’t	a	Wizard 

 

As we've discussed writing techniques to create a compelling story arc for non-fiction writers, 

we’ve been following the trials and triumphs of Dorothy in the Land of Oz. We use the Wizard of 

Oz story to help create a mental picture, or framework if you will, while you create your story. 

 

Dorothy and her companions traveled to the Emerald City to ask the great Wizard to grant their 

wishes. The Scarecrow is seeking a brain, the Tinman wants a heart, and the Lion wants 

courage. Dorothy’s only wish is to return home to Kansas. 

 

For each request, the Wizard of Oz gave them the same task: kill the Wicked Witch of the West. 

This seemed not only impossible to the travelers, but to the Wizard himself. 

 

We only learn this last tidbit when the heroes return to the Emerald City triumphant and the 

Wizard demurs. The companions bring news that the Wicked Witch is dead, melted when 

Dorothy threw a pale of water on her. Can you picture the “I’m melting!” scene? But the Wizard 

plays hard to get. 

 

Now, check out the plot twist the writer of the Oz story throws into his tale… 
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The companions expect to have an audience with the Wizard right away, though they are 

disappointed. Several days pass without word from him until finally they grow impatient and 

demand to see him at once. They threaten to enlist the aid of the Winged Monkeys against the 

Wizard if he won’t grant them an audience. 

 

Ignore	the	Man	Behind	the	Curtain 

 

Properly subdued, the Wizard agrees to see the travelers. Much to their surprise, they are led 

into the throne room of the Great and Powerful Oz only to find a common man hiding behind a 

screen. 

 

Dorothy and the others find out that the Wizard of Oz is really just a humbug. The Wizard 

agrees. He even tells them, “I’m really a very good man, but I’m a very bad Wizard, I must 

admit.” 

 

At this point in their adventure, the Wizard tells them the story of how he came from Omaha 

quite unexpectedly one day. He was working at a fair when he lost control of his hot air balloon. 

The wind carried him for a day and night over a vast desert, and then the balloon gently touched 

down in the Land of Oz. 

 

The people of Oz assumed he was a Wizard since he came from the clouds. He let them think 

so because they feared and respected him, and it suited his purposes. They made him their 

ruler, so he ordered them to build him a palace along with the Emerald City. 

 

The city is a beautiful place abundant in jewels, precious metals, and “every good thing that is 

needed to make one happy.” The Wizard’s only fear has been the Wicked Witches (poor 

misunderstood Elphaba) and the fear of getting found out as a humbug, not a Wizard. 

 

Once he tells Dorothy and her friends his story, they’re moved with compassion. Then Oz grants 

the wishes of Dorothy’s traveling companions, drawing upon the contents of his cupboard. He 

bestows courage on the Cowardly Lion, gives a heart to the Tinman and brains to the 

Scarecrow. 
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Despite his best efforts, the Wizard despairs. “It will take more than imagination to carry Dorothy 

back to Kansas, and I’m sure I don’t know how it can be done.” 

 

Just as Dorothy begins to despair that she won’t be able to return home, the Wizard comes up 

with a plan. He will make a new hot air balloon and pilot Dorothy back across the desert, leaving 

the wise Scarecrow to govern the Emerald City in his place. 

 

The city is abuzz with activity as Dorothy and Oz prepare to make the journey home. On the 

point of departure, though, a sudden twist of fate means Dorothy must stay behind and the 

Wizard of Oz must travel across the desert alone. 

 

Activity:	5	Steps	for	Meeting	with	the	Mentor 

 

For your hero to meet with the Mentor, here are five things you can do: 

 

1. Upon returning from the Road of Trials, the hero seeks an audience with the 

Mentor to claim his reward. 

2. The hero meets with the Mentor. 

3. The Mentor proposes the method that will allow the hero to receive his reward. 

4. Preparations are made for the hero’s reward. 

5. Despite the promise of fulfillment, the hero must continue his journey and travel 

back across the threshold the way he came. 

 

So, you may be asking why does your story need all these twists and turns to the plot? This is a 

tool called Creative Tension. It gets your reader emotionally invested in the story and they insert 

themselves into the plot. 

 

Though at first it seemed the four companions would get none of what they wished for, Oz used 

the wisdom of his years to create a plan to grant each of their requests. The Scarecrow, 

Tinman, and Lion were all given the gifts they’d always wanted. 
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And as for Dorothy? She very nearly goes home with the Wizard, but for one final mishap. This 

Hero’s Journey is nearly done, but not quite. Coming up, you’ll discover how the writer creates 

the Ultimate Boon. Stay tuned! 
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The	Magic	Flight 
 

 
 

The power of story is unmatched for conveying simple truths in a work of non-fiction. As an 

author, even though you may have hard facts to convey, storytelling can be your greatest ally. 

The practice of teaching through parables is thousands of years old. 
 

We have been looking at The Hero’s Journey and how you can leverage this classic storytelling 

tool for getting your point across. By utilizing an established series of steps, you can craft a 

story of your own to touch your readers in a unique and compelling way. Your well crafted story 

may even give them the gift of a lifetime, an unforgettable education about your topic. 

 

The Hero’s Journey abounds with drama and adventure. There are real world encounters with 

both the magnificent and the mundane. There are questions of the hero’s merit, as well as 

powerful intervention. 
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Likewise, the hero encounters the duality of the internal and external. He battles against villains 

in the physical realm and his own idiosyncrasies as he quests to reach his goal and return home 

again. It’s only with the help of external forces and personal growth that he can accomplish his 

mission. 

 

So far we’ve taken a look at the hero’s adventure as he leaves home, embarks on his journey, 

and endures a series of trials. Now he has returned to his mentor to collect the spoils he was 

promised, and he begins the task of returning home. 

 

But, we discover that the spoils are not easily had. The promise is unfulfilled, and the hero has 

to find his own way back across the threshold—back home. 

 

This trip along the alternative route is known as the Magic Flight, and it often comes as a 

surprise. It’s the hero’s Plan B, the miracle born of necessity. But unlike his Plan A, once this 

road is traveled, we know that this time the hero is truly homeward bound. 

 

Let’s take a look now at the Magic Flight in practice. 

 

Flight	to	the	Golden	Castle 

 

We’ve been following the travels of Dorothy in the Land of Oz, using this story as a classic use 

of the Hero’s Journey for your minds eye. At this point, Dorothy struggles to get home. Dorothy 

and her companions—the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion—have endured the Road of Trials.  

 

They killed the Wicked Witch of the West, then returned to Oz to confront the Wizard and collect 

their respective rewards. For Dorothy, it’s time to go home. 

 

Dorothy and the Wizard have decided to travel together back to Kansas in a hot air balloon. The 

Wizard has left the Scarecrow in command of the Emerald City and the throne of Oz, with 

complete control over its bounty. 

 

Such a gift as this is known as the Ultimate Boon, the greatest gift that can be bestowed on a 
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mortal. In this case, it’s given to the Scarecrow because, of all the companions, he is the most 

intelligent—and the most available. 

 

Dorothy says a tearful goodbye to the Scarecrow, the Tinman, and the Lion. She will miss them 

terribly, and they are deeply loyal to her as well. 

 

Yet despite their preparations, things do not turn out the way they planned. At the last minute, 

the dog Toto runs into the crowd to chase a kitten. Dorothy can’t return home without him, and 

she leaves the balloon to retrieve him. 

 

The balloon’s basket is tugging at the ropes, and it breaks free. The balloon launches itself, 

taking with it the Wizard of Oz and all of Dorothy’s hopes to return to Kansas. 

 

Even though the Scarecrow is given the throne of Oz, he is loyal to Dorothy. If not for her help, 

he would still be in a cornfield with a pole stuck up his back. The Tinman and the Lion also feel 

indebted to her and want to help her return to Kansas. 

 

Dorothy is devastated, believing she will never see her home again. She’s forgotten that along 

the Road of Trials she was given the Golden Cap. This is a magical token that grants her the 

right to make three commands of the Winged Monkeys. 

 

This godlike power corresponds to the part of the Hero’s Journey where the hero is given 

supreme power, even if only temporarily. Dorothy’s hope returns only when the Scarecrow 

reminds her that she is the owner of the Golden Cap. 

 

Dorothy conjures the Winged Monkeys and asks their king to carry her across the desert back 

to Kansas. However, the Monkey King tells her they are unable to leave the Land of Oz, and 

once again Dorothy’s hopes are dashed. 

 

Dorothy and her companions are at a loss for what to do; they clearly need more help. They 

decide to travel to see Glinda the Good Witch in the land of the south and get her advice. After 

all, she is the one who launched Dorothy on the Yellow Brick Road to begin with. 
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Along the journey, the companions have still more adventures. They overcome nearly all 

obstacles by using their cunning, loyalty, and a spirit of cooperation. 

 

There is only one obstacle they can’t overcome by themselves. Their way is blocked by a 

strange people called the Hammer Heads. These creatures have long necks and flat heads and 

attack the travelers whenever they try to pass. 

 

Dorothy uses the Golden Cap one last time to call upon the Winged Monkeys. She asks their 

king to carry them to Glinda’s realm in the south. 

 

This part of the Hero’s Journey is called the Magic Flight where the hero begins the final stage 

of his adventure. His journey back to the threshold and ultimately home again is supported by 

supernatural or superhuman powers. 

 

For Dorothy, the Magic Flight is literally a flight through the air as the Winged Monkeys carry her 

and her friends to the Land of the South. Although the monkeys couldn’t carry Dorothy across 

the desert and back to Kansas, they do have the ability to take her to see Glinda the Good. 

Their mystical power helps Dorothy and her comrades transcend their trials. 

 

In non-fiction storytelling, the Magic Flight could come in many different flavors—a lucky break, 

a chance meeting with the CEO, a breakthrough, an investor, a school principal, a lucrative 

patent, a president or a king. You can use many vehicles to bring the Magic Flight to bear in 

your writing. 

 

Activity:	5	Steps	to	the	Magic	Flight 
 

1. Establish the hero’s disappointed hopes in achieving his goal. 

2. Reinforce the hero’s worthiness to reach the goal, including the loyalty of his 

companions. 

3. Launch a new strategy for the hero’s return. 

4. Frustrate the hero’s efforts. 

5. Demonstrate how superhuman forces help the hero by means of a Magic Flight. 
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When Dorothy and her friends finally reach Glinda’s castle, the Witch offers Dorothy her first 

real hope of seeing her home again. In the Oz story, there is just one more task to complete, 

and Dorothy will be assured of crossing the return threshold. How will she achieve it? 

 

By using these storytelling techniques in your non-fiction writing, your readers will be riveted, 

and coveted book awards are just around the corner. 
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The	Return 
 

 
 

The	Return	Threshold 
 

From the world of entertainment to the hallowed halls of our oldest universities, Story is king. 

The same is true for professional speakers and best selling authors. 

 

Stories have the ability to teach us, entertain us, and help us see through a window into another 

world. Even the bedtime tales that kids devour have their roots in the ancient traditions of 

storytelling. 

 

One thing that almost all stories have in common is their basis in the Hero’s Journey, a thread 

that has been woven through myths and legends since ancient times. The Hero’s Journey is 

what makes up the fabric of stories. 
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Previously, we examined the part of the Hero’s Journey called the Magic Flight, where the hero 

begins the final stage of his adventure to go home again. 

 

His journey has taken him back to the threshold he crossed at the start of his adventure. Now 

he stands on the brink, ready to launch across it and go back to his old life. 

 

But crossing the Return Threshold is another matter. Now that the hero has completed the 

adventure and is wiser/richer for the experience, he must endure the shock of his return to the 

world or everyday life. His newfound knowledge has its cost, and he is required to pay it. 

 

Back	to	Kansas 

 

So far, we’ve seen that Dorothy’s Magic Flight is literal—a flight through the air. She and her 

friends, the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion are carried by the Winged Monkeys to the Land of the 

South. The monkeys take Dorothy to see Glinda the Good Witch. The monkeys’ mystical power 

helps Dorothy and her comrades transcend their trials. 

 

When Dorothy and her friends finally reach Glinda’s castle, the Witch offers Dorothy the first real 

hope of seeing home again. There is just one more task to complete before Dorothy is assured 

of crossing the return threshold. 

 

When Dorothy killed the Wicked Witch of the West by dousing her with a pale of water, the girl 

inherited the Golden Cap. This gave her three wishes from the Winged Monkeys—or at least it 

gave her the ability to summon them three times. 

 

Now that Dorothy is leaving the Land of Oz, the one thing Glinda the Good requires is the 

Golden Cap. Dorothy must hand it over in exchange for the ability to cross the Return Threshold 

and go back to Kansas. 

 

Dorothy complies willingly and hands the cap to Glinda. If this is the cost of going home again, 

she is more than glad to pay it. 
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The Witch asks the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion what they will do when Dorothy leaves. They 

each have acquired a kingdom to rule, but they don’t know how to get past the obstacles that lie 

between them and their destinations. Glinda promises she will command the Winged Monkeys 

to carry them to their respective kingdoms. She then turns her attention to Dorothy. 

 

What Dorothy discovers is that she’s had the ability to go home all along. Glinda reveals that the 

silver slippers she acquired on arriving in Oz can take Dorothy anywhere she wants to go. (Yes, 

it’s true: they’re ruby slippers in the movie “The Wizard of Oz.”) 

 

Dorothy’s friends protest that if not for her, the Lion would still be cowardly, the Tinman would 

have no heart, and the Scarecrow would have no brain. They show that her adventure has had 

deep meaning and has changed their lives forever. 

 

Glinda teaches Dorothy that all she has to do is click her heels together and command the 

shoes to carry her. She will be magically transported back home. She can go at any time. 

Dorothy bids a tearful goodbye to her friends, the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion, not knowing if 

she will ever see them again. Holding on tightly to Toto, she clicks her heels together and 

commands the shoes to carry her back home to her Aunt Em in Kansas. 

 

Instantly Dorothy is whirling through the air, flying across the desert. All she can sense is a blur 

as the scenery passes and the air rushes in her ears. In a moment, she tumbles onto the grass 

and lies there briefly, stunned. 

 

When she gets up, Dorothy sees that she is standing on the wide Kansas prairie. Her Uncle 

Henry has built a new house to replace the one that carried Dorothy away in the tornado. In fact, 

Dorothy sees that while she has been having an adventure of her own, life in Kansas has gone 

on without her. 

 

She has crossed the threshold and now must endure the shock of her return, however pleasant 

it may be. She also discovers that there is no going back to Oz, for the silver slippers were lost 

in the desert. 
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Activity:	5	Steps	for	Crossing	the	Return	Threshold 

 

1. The hero arrives at the threshold of the old world or daily life. 

2. The hero is met by his mentor or helper, who has one final requirement. 

3. The hero meets the mentor’s request, wraps up loose ends and bids farewell to his life in the 

new world. 

4. The hero makes the trek across the Return Threshold. 

5. The hero bears the shock of the changes that have happened while he was gone. 

 

Crossing the Return Threshold can be a matter of a long trek or a few quick steps, whatever 

serves your story best. 

 

As your Hero’s Journey concludes, it will be clear that your hero has been shaped by his 

adventure to another world. It’s up to him to share the boon of his wisdom with those back 

home. Coming up, we’ll cover just how to do this in the final chapter in the Hero’s Journey guide 

to writing a non-fiction book. 
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The	Freedom	to	Live	
 

 
 
If you could speak to your younger self, knowing what you know now, what would you say? 

Would you have advice for achieving success, a shortcut around obstacles to make a quick 

victory? Would yours be a cautionary tale, steering the old you away from a dangerous choice 

at a momentous fork in the road? 

 

I was recently in Honolulu and accepted a breakfast meeting with a platform speaker from the 

Get Motivated stage. It had been awhile since I'd been in Waikiki, so I picked a beach restaurant 

and promptly ordered macadamia nut pancakes (with coconut syrup). Instantly, the childhood 

memories of Waikiki beach came flooding back. 

 

While enjoying our breakfast, the speaker I was meeting made an interesting comment that 

caught my attention. He leaned in and said, “Isn’t life funny? Just when you get it figured out, 

then there you are at the end of your career.” 
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This single comment illustrates the heart of the Hero’s Journey writing framework. When 

designing this writing framework, we wanted to help authors pen compelling non-fiction books to 

teach lessons through the lens of a gripping story. And the beauty is, you don’t have to wait until 

the end of your career to share your wisdom with others. With this non-fiction writing framework, 

you now have a plan engineered to write a compelling book within three months…even on top 

of a busy schedule. 

 

Such advice, such as talking to your younger self, is the stuff of legends. Such action is the 

content of the Hero’s Journey, the classic structure that binds myths and legends, fables and 

parables together. The hero travels a difficult road, returns home wiser, and offers the benefit of 

his trials to others. 

 

As an author, you can use this modified Hero’s Journey plan to craft your work of non-fiction 

and illustrate the core of your message in a fresh and engaging way. This discussion of the 

Hero’s Journey has demonstrated step-by-step how this is possible and how you can leverage 

storytelling in your work. 

 

A hero is someone who has given himself to a cause that’s bigger than himself. He pursues it 

then returns to his old life to share his experiences with others. 

 

The hero goes on an adventure beyond his everyday world into a place of wonder. He 

encounters fabulous forces, pursues a goal, and wins a decisive victory. 
 

So far, we’ve examined the Hero’s Journey as it has taken him over a threshold at the start of 

his adventure then back across it as he returns to his old life. Now we see what the journey has 

made of him. He comes back from the adventure transformed and ready to share the power of 

his experiences with those back home. 

 

The Hero’s Journey is about coming of age, maturing and reaching a new level. It’s a metaphor 

for the death of the old self and birth of the new. It’s about leaving one condition and acquiring 

another. 
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When he goes back to his world with his new wisdom and power, the hero offers it as a gift to 

his old companions. He is also free from the burden of pursuing the goal now that he’s met it. 

He is free to live as he chooses. 

 

There’s	No	Place	Like	Home 

 

As we’ve studied the Hero’s Journey, we’ve watched it unfold for Dorothy in the Land of Oz in 

the timeless favorite by L. Frank Baum. Her travels represent the classic tale of transformation 

as she pursues her goal to help her friends and then return home to Kansas. 

 

In our last installment, we saw that Dorothy had met her goal, bid a tearful goodbye to her 

friends, and commanded the magical silver slippers to carry her back home to Aunt Em in 

Kansas. 

 

Instantly Dorothy was whirling through the air and flying over the desert that separated Kansas 

from the Land of Oz. She tumbled onto the grass of the Kansas prairie, momentarily stunned. 

She was home. 

 

Life in Kansas had gone on without her while she’d been away on her adventure in the Emerald 

City. Uncle Henry had built a new house to replace the one carried away in the tornado. Aunt 

Em was watering the cabbages when Dorothy returned, going about life as usual. What had 

once seemed mundane was now charming, even comforting. 

 

But we sense that, more importantly, Dorothy has grown. Though the farm seems the same, 

Dorothy herself is different. She has gained a new appreciation for the common things of her life 

in Kansas. 

 

Aunt Em is stunned when she sees Dorothy running toward her. She covers the girl with kisses 

and asks where she’s been. Dorothy simply replies that she’s been in the Land of Oz. She 

brings a grounded sense of self with her, and she shares her fresh perspective when she blurts 

out, “Oh, Aunt Em! I’m so glad to be home again!” 
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By the same token, Dorothy brings her adventures in the Land of Oz back home with her. Her 

adventures with the Scarecrow, Tinman, and Lion live on inside her, and she is forever 

transformed. Her new perspective wouldn’t be possible without them. Just as her travels 

changed the lives of her friends, her travels in Oz have changed her forever too. 

 

As the adventure draws to a close, the author leads us to believe that Dorothy can never return 

to the Land of Oz. Her magic slippers were lost in the desert on her way home. Like the Wizard 

of Oz before her, Dorothy’s adventure has come to an end. She is free to live the life she 

chooses. 

 

L. Frank Baum went on to write several more books about Oz, including Dorothy, the other 

original characters, and many more. Though this adventure is complete, the story of Dorothy 

and the Wizard of Oz lives on inside each of us who have shared in the journey of this classic 

story. 

 

After all, there’s no place like home. 

 

Activity:	5	Steps	to	Conclude	the	Hero’s	Journey 

 

1. Affirm that the hero has returned across the journey’s threshold and come back 

home. 

2. Reunite the hero with characters from his old life. 

3. Briefly convey where the hero has been. 

4. Offer the hero’s fresh perspective. 

5. End the journey. 

 

Using the framework of the Hero’s Journey is a compelling structure for non-fiction authors. 

Using the revised non-fiction writing framework presented here, your writing will have the 

substance of a thousand tales. It harkens to something primordial in all of us. It speaks to us of 

transformation and the path to your legacy. 
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Most of all, it serves as a touchstone so that we may know ourselves just a little better. Writing 

is funny in that the authors themselves become transformed through their writing journey. Now 

that we’ve come full circle, what kind of adventure will you craft for your non-fiction book? 
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Resources 

 

Visit www.MadeForSuccessPublishing.com/blog for additional writing tips & ideas. 
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Notes 
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